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Overview 

The purpose of this guide is to show users how to submit the monthly ‘Admission” data in the 

‘NARP Casemix Spreadsheet’ and to submit information for a reporting month to ACC.  

The spreadsheet has 6 tabs; Instructions, a ‘Master’ tab, an ‘Admission’ CSV, a ‘Discharge’ 

CSV, Changes (captures version changes) and Long Stay tab which will populate with records 

from the 'Master' tab where Inpatient, Community and/or Avoidance records have a start date but 

no end date and it has been 76, 84, 84 days respectively since the start date. 

All data is to be collated into the ‘Master’; the monthly ‘Admission’ and ‘Discharge’ data can then 

be auto populated into the appropriate CSV in the format and media required by ACC.   

The tools are SendInvoice for ‘Admission’ data, and IDE for ‘Discharge’ data. Both are secure, 

regularly used channels  

Requirements 

Before you can start using this guide you will need to make sure you have access to the following:   

• Setup IDE to send Discharge Data  

• ‘NARP Casemix Spreadsheet’ - This is where the claim data is captured for each patient 

together with entry and exit dates from Acute Episode, Inpatient Rehabilitation and 

Community Rehabilitation.  

• Data has been entered into the ‘Master’ tab of the ‘NARP Casemix Spreadsheet’  

• Note: Discharge data for the previous month needs to be uploaded to ACC by the 25th of 

the month.  

Key steps 

1. Get Connected to use IDE to send us data  

2. Start Sending! Populate data into the ‘Admission’ and ‘Discharge’ CSV tabs   

3. Clear the ‘Admission’ and ‘Discharge’ CSV tabs – after use.  

Get Connected -IDE 

If you are new to IDE, visit What is IDE or Get Connected. We can look at other options to share 

data securely if IDE is not suitable for you, please request through Get Started.      
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Start Sending! Populating date into the ‘Discharge’ tabs 

For discharge data the process to create the ‘Discharge’ CSV with discharge data is similar to 

‘Admission’. Create the discharge dataset for the current Reporting Month by selecting the 

‘Populate the Discharge IDE button’   

The data will be created in the “Discharge CSV” tab.  This is the discharge record to be submitted 

to ACC.  

  

  

1. Create the Discharge file for submission via IDE by selecting the Create Discharge IDE 

CSV in the ‘Instructions’ tab  

This will have a pop-up asking where you want to save the file. Enter the location where IDE 

normally picks up the data file for ACC.  

2. Also save as to a location where you want a copy of the submission report for this month 

to be saved for your records.  

  

1. Save and close the spreadsheet     

2. IDE will pick up the file around 5pm on the 25th day of the month.  

 

 

If you run into any issues during the submission then contact the Digital 

Operations team on 0800 222 994 opt.1 
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Clearing the ‘Admission’ and ‘Discharge’ CSV tabs 

After data has been successfully sent to ACC the ‘Admission’ CSV and ‘Discharge’ IDE monthly 

data should be cleared using the appropriate buttons on the ‘Instruction’ tab. This will empty the 

tabs ready for the following month.  

                    

 

Copy data across different versions of the spreadsheet 

To support the copying of information between an old version of the spreadsheet to a new one a 

button has been created, available within the ‘Instructions’ tab.  

When you click it, it will have a pop-up asking you to locate the current spreadsheet you are 

using, then it will copy everything from the old spreadsheets ‘Master’ tab to the new spreadsheets 

‘Master’ tab.   

The video embedded shows how it should work, where the operator clicks the button, finds the 

old spreadsheet and copies the information across.  

The important thing with this is it uses the NHI number column to determine how many rows it 

should copy, so make sure the NHI numbers are populated and it copies columns B through W, 

then AG through AQ  

 

.                     

 

Resubmitting old or updated data 

Remember if you ever want to re-submit something in the ‘Admissions CSV’ tab, unprotect the 

sheet and delete out the values in the black columns at the end (far right).  

There is no password protection, you just need to go to the ‘Review’ ribbon and click the 

‘Unprotect sheet’ button.  

 

 


